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Outline
› Overall concept of spectrum usage in METIS
› Spectrum Technology Components
› Economic perspective
› Conclusions
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Spectrum access modes and
usage/sharing scenarios
› The future spectrum landscape for mobile communication systems consists
of different bands made available under different regulatory approaches

› 5G system design requires a high degree of flexibility to be capable of
operating under different regulatory models and usage scenarios
› The combination of
basic scenarios and
authorization modes
will create new form of
spectrum sharing
supporting even more
complex spectrum
usage scenarios
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Spectrum Toolbox
› Required to support a subset or even all technical enablers
which are vital to design a flexible radio air interface

› Example technical enablers for extending a LSA spectrum
sharing scenario with a limited spectrum pool
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Spectrum Sharing Architecture
› Functional architecture – aiming to cover
regulatory aspects as well as the operational
aspects of spectrum management and usage

Functional architecture for
regulatory aspects
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Functional architecture for
operational aspects

Spectrum usage for generic 5G
services xMBB, mMTC and uMTC
› xMBB: A mixture of frequency spectrum comprising lower bands for
coverage purposes and higher bands with large contiguous bandwidth
to cope with the traffic capacity, including wireless backhaul solutions,
is required. Exclusive licensed spectrum is essential to guarantee the
coverage obligation and QoS, supplemented by other licensing
regimes, e.g. LSA or unlicensed access (e.g. Wi-Fi offload) or new
enhanced unlicensed access schemes (e.g. LAA) to increase overall
spectrum availability.
› mMTC: Frequency spectrum below 6 GHz is most suitable and
spectrum below 1 GHz is needed to provide large coverage and good
propagation. Exclusive licensed spectrum is the preferred option.
However, other licensing regimes might be considered depending on
specific application requirements.
› uMTC: Licensed spectrum is considered most appropriate. For safety
V2V and V2X communication the frequency band 5875 MHz - 5925
MHz harmonized for Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) is an option.
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Spectrum demand for 5G
› Sufficient amount of spectrum needs to be available in low spectrum bands in
order to satisfy the requirement for seamless coverage of xMBB and mMTC.
› Spectrum below 6 GHz is essential to cope with the mobile traffic in urban and
suburban areas, and in medium dense hotspots.
› Spectrum above 6 GHz is necessary for enabling wireless access in high-dense
usage scenarios, i.e. to fulfil the high contiguous bandwidth demand for xMBB,
and also for wireless backhaul solutions for high capacity ultra-dense small cell
networks.
› Exclusive licensed spectrum is essential for the success of 5G to provide the
expected QoS and to secure investments.
› Shared spectrum can be considered in addition, provided that predictable QoS
conditions are maintained, e.g. by LSA regime. License-exempt spectrum might
be suitable as a supplementary option for certain applications.
Simplified
overview on
suitability of
frequency bands
for generic 5G
services
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Spectrum Technology Components
› Sixteen TeCs numbered from 01 to 22 (not fully consecutively) as
some have been merged or discarded during the analysis phase.
TeC01
TeC02
TeC03
TeC04
TeC05
TeC06
TeC08
TeC09
TeC12
TeC14
TeC17
TeC18
TeC19
TeC20
TeC21
TeC22

Algorithms enabling sharing in unlicensed bands
Flexible spectrum use for moving networks
Inter-operator separation rule for non-cooperative spectrum sharing
Coordinated multi-carrier waveform based sharing technique
Co-ordination protocol for interaction between operators supporting the use of limited spectrum pool and mutual renting
Geo-location based interference management in environments with non-uniform user density and terrain-based
propagation
Modelling aggregate interference from in-car BS to indoor femto-cells
Inter-UDN coordinated spectrum sharing
Spectrum opportunity detection and assessment
Spectrum sharing & mode selection for overlay D2D communication
Ontologies as tool for spectrum decision making
Reinforcement learning scheme for adaptive spectrum sharing
Base Station clustering for inter-operator spectrum sharing under realistic network deployment
Prepared and database assisted URC communication for V2V
Physical cell ID allocation in inter-operator spectrum sharing HetNets
Multi-operator D2D communication
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Mapping of Spectrum TeC functions
onto spectrum architecture entities
Spectrum Management
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Spectrum TeC evaluation
› The performance and main outcomes of the sixteen spectrum TeCs, proposed to
be used in 5G, has been evaluated. The main targets has been to optimize:
- New spectrum opportunities
- Flexible spectrum usage
- Co-primary spectrum sharing

› This optimization of spectrum usage has been based on enhancing, in different
5G foreseen scenarios, two main procedures:
- Prediction of intersystem interferences
- Manage of intersystem interference information

› Co-primary spectrum sharing, has been the most addressed target. A trade-off
for these TeCs is between the acceptable level of collision among packets from
different MNOs, and maximizing spectrum reusability between different MNOs
› For co-primary scenarios also a new framework for flexible spectrum sharing,
based on Partial Horizontal Sharing has been analyzed
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Spectrum TeC requirements and
interdependency analysis
› Different Spectrum proposed TeCs have different requirements, such as:
-

Definition of an appropriate spectrum ontology (as already addressed in one of the TeCs)
New functional elements in MNOs 5G Architecture
Changes in the appropriate regulatory and standardization process
Deployment and maintenance of a new entity in charge of spectrum coordination between MNO

› The adoption of any of these Spectrum TeCs could prevent, or impact ones to
others, therefore a full study on mutual interdependency has been carried out
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Effect of Spectrum Cost

• Considering around 10% additional cost in the radio equipment price as result of the spectrum
aggregation (for any additional 10 MHz)
• Dense urban area of 10000 user per square km

• The value that justifies investing in more spectrum rather than another
deployment options (e.g. network densification) varies according to the
spectrum fees paid by the mobile operators
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Spectrum value for different actors

• Value of spectrum is different for different actors (e.g. MNO and local operator)
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14

Spectrum value in sparse vs. dense
deployment regime
› Ratio between BS density & active user determines sparse and dense

- Further densification does not work in already dense network!

› Densification and spectrum are not linearly interchangeable in dense
regime
- More spectrum is needed for enhancing user data rate
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Conclusions (1/3)
› The challenge for 5G to cope with a variety of spectrum usage
scenarios, comprises of different
- spectrum authorisation modes,
- sharing scenarios, and
- frequency bands.

› This is addressed by a set of spectrum Technology Components
enabling the adoption of new mechanisms for spectrum sharing, as
part of a Spectrum Toolbox within an innovative Spectrum Sharing
Architecture.
› The evaluation of these Technology Components with regard to
- new spectrum opportunities,
- more flexible spectrum usage, and
- co-primary spectrum sharing

› underlines the need for a Spectrum Controller entity in the MNO
networks and for an external Spectrum Coordinator entity.
› An economic study for different deployment and spectrum sharing
options provides initial guidance on operator strategies.
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Conclusions (2/3)
› For the main 5G service xMBB, a mixture of frequency spectrum
comprising lower bands for coverage purposes and higher bands with
large contiguous bandwidth to cope with the traffic capacity, including
wireless backhaul solutions, is required.
› Frequency spectrum below 6 GHz is most suitable for mMTC
applications, spectrum below 1 GHz is needed to provide large
coverage and good penetration.
› Licensed spectrum is considered most appropriate for uMTC.
› Sufficient amount of spectrum needs to be available in low spectrum
bands in order to satisfy the requirement for seamless coverage of the
5G services xMBB and mMTC.
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Conclusions (3/3)
› Additional spectrum below 6 GHz is essential to cope with the mobile
traffic in urban and suburban areas, and in medium dense hotspots.
› Spectrum above 6 GHz is necessary for enabling wireless access in
high-dense usage scenarios, i.e. to fulfil the high contiguous bandwidth
demand for xMBB, and also for wireless backhaul solutions for high
capacity ultra-dense small cell networks.
› Exclusive licensed spectrum is essential for the success of 5G to
provide the expected QoS and to secure investments.
› Shared spectrum can be considered in addition, provided that
predictable QoS conditions are maintained, e.g. by LSA regime.
› License-exempt spectrum might be suitable as a supplementary option
for certain applications.
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